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Any time you take a look at a basket weave tile, you perhaps canâ€™t help but speculate on how much
patience and time it took for the manufacturer to fit the weaves together. However, basket weave
tiles aren't woven together like how baskets are created, but are instead made like how other tiles
are. It just so happens that it features an uncanny design which produces the impression of its
basket weave appearance.

A basket weave tile is epitomized by its peculiar shape, with ends of the weaves forming an irregular
square design. Installing these could be a bit difficult, but the final result needs to be an endless
plain of interwoven â€œthreadsâ€• as wide as the space it covers. It could even cause your visitors to
imagine that you put in long hours weaving the threads one by one. Though

Sophistication: Interior design pros acknowledge the basket weave tile for a sophisticated
appearance worthy of lavish mansions. At a reasonable price, you may get a bathroom that appears
like it dates back to the old-fashioned elegance of the yesteryears. When finished, basket weave
tiles will look like one enormous slab that spans across the area.

Cleanliness: Lots of people pick basket weave tiles for their bathrooms for their clean look,
especially when grout is applied. When finished, it will seem as if you have a clear path from the
bathroom door to the tub at the other end. Blend it with other tile shapes to create diverse motifs for
your bathroom.

Timelessness: While the basket weave tile is somewhat new to the market, it can still give an area a
historical appeal. Many home contractors state these tiles usually revive past architectural designs
to once again fit into modern-day styles. With adequate installation and maintenance, basket weave
tiles could last for many years and beyond. Itâ€™s the kind of tile you should install if you wish for
beauty that doesn't disappear quickly.

Ease of installation: As previously stated, itâ€™s slightly challenging to install a marble basketweave tile
beside another one, but not necessarily tedious. To make the ongoing illusion of weaving, match the
thread ends to the horizontal threads on the tiles. In many cases, these tiles include precut mesh
sheets to function as a guide for setting them up correctly.

Check out ThisOldHouse.com to learn more about basketweave tile bathroom choices and other
possible tiles you may install. Nothing else can compare to the extraordinary visual effect that these
tiles provide.
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